
It began as a simple amusement, became 
a diversion in an otherwise busy family 
schedule, and, somewhere along the 

line, became a serious life’s work and 
study. Some who study antique dolls and 
playthings remain private collectors, others 
author books and still others lecture. Some 
dream of founding a museum. Of those, a 
very few actually do. One who did is Angela 
Prader of Davos, Switzerland, founder of 
Spielzeugmuseum Davos. 

The Museum, nominated in 2010 for 
the prestigious European Museum of 
the Year, is now closed, and its entire 
contents will be presented at auction by 
Theriault’s on Sunday, July 22, 2012 in 
New Orleans at the Westin Canal Place. A 
hardbound commemorative catalog of the 
Spielzeugmuseum Angela Prader Davos 
featuring more than 600 lots is available. 

Establishing a museum compels vast 
planning, hard work, and a determined 
vision. In addition to all the business and 
building decisions, there is the collection 
itself. What will be included? What will be 
its standards? Angela Prader resolved, early 
on, that she would seek and select only the 
best in each category. “Originality of the 
doll or the dollhouse, or the costume or the 
house contents, has been crucial to me”, she 
refl ected in an interview. “Of course, one 
always wants the object itself to be perfect, 
such things as fl awless bisque and porcelain 
or original paint on wood or paper mache, 
but I decided to go a step further. I’ve always 
sought out dolls wearing their original 
costumes and wigs, and with wonderful 
accessories.”

And then there is the question of 
specialization. “I wanted to show dolls and 
playthings from every genre, from the 1700s 
until the early 20th century”, she noted. “And 
because I’ve always had to choose and buy 
carefully, I decided that I would just pause 
until I could fi nd the best of the best for every 
category. Having to be patient has stood me 
well, because, along the way, I continued to 
study and learned what the best really was. 
And that’s what I added to the Museum.”

The Spielzeugmuseum Prader has no 
incidental objects that just wandered in by 
chance. Each item has a reason, a purpose to 
portray. Whether it is the signature “Victoria” 
fashion lady with her wonderful provenance 
and extraordinary original trousseau (“I 
knew I needed this doll for my museum, but 
I was so stunned when I went the limit and 
beyond at auction to win her that I couldn’t 
move or breathe for some time”, she still 
recalls even though that event occurred 

ASCENT TO THE MOUNTAINS
The Spielzeugmuseum, Angela Prader in Davos, Switzerland

Two sisters poured wax child dolls from 
England in their original costumes.

Wonderful and rare “double” peddler dolls on 
original base depicting an aged woman and 
young boy, both heavily laden with wares to sell. 

The Schoenhut wooden boy is so original 
he is still tied to his original box display with 
details of how to pose the doll. 

The signature doll of Spielzeugmuseum is “Victoria”, so-named by her original family, which 
donated the doll to a charity raffl e to benefi t veterans of WWI. The charity raffl e winner preserved 
the doll in her own care until its acquisition by Spielzeugmuseum Davos in 1994. The doll, with rare 
Clement articulated body, owns an extraordinary trousseau which is featured in a four-page lay-out 
in the auction catalog of the Museum.

Is she Marie Antoinette at Petit Trianon? Whatever, 
she is all wooden fully-articulated and is found in her 
original packing box with fi ve paper mache sheep.
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more than 15 years ago) or the collection of 
“Kinderbringen” fi gures so symbolic to the 
world of doll collecting, or her peddler dolls 
chosen for their originality of wares, the focus 
has always been fullness and unity. Into her 
fold, Angela Prader has welcomed a very 
rare set of Grodnertal wooden dolls with 
sculpted hats alongside Lenci’s googly-eyed 
“Autumn” from her four season series. There 
is an outstanding Maerklin ceramic stove 
with six copper cookwares counterbalancing 
an extraordinary collection of Austrian 
enamel miniature furniture. Tiny wooden 
Erzebirge villagers in their original box 
juxtapose the “Der Wanderer” mountain 
climber by Steiff. There are more early Steiff 
dolls, including an impossibly-complete 
early school room set with all accessories. 
Rare examples of early paper mache ladies, 
many photographed in books, proudly stand 
alongside German bisque and porcelain 
beauties with fancily-sculpted hair. 

The world of fashion is carefully 
represented, ranging from a grand-sized 
paper mache gentleman as Mozart to an 
amazing collection of eight French ladies by 
Lafi tte-Desirat from the early 20th century, 
each in original costume on base. There are 19 
miniature bisque dolls in original handmade 
elaborate costumes representing the 
coronation of Elizabeth I that contrast a pair 
of Japanese bisque children in outstanding 
exhibition-quality silk traditional costumes. 
Dolls in fi ne folklore costume, including a 
rare pair of bisque children in Swiss costume, 
parade in competition with elegantly-attired 
French ladies. And should the fashion 
dolls, themselves, not be enough there are 
collections of early antique purses, fans and 
accessories to be presented. 

The collection includes very rare bisque 
dollhouse gentlemen with sculpted helmets, 
an all-original French mechanical waltzing 
lady by Vichy, a bevy of early sculpted-
hair dolls known as “milliner’s models,” 
Grodnertal wooden dolls including an 
exceptional set of six dolls with sculpted hats, 
English poured wax child dolls in superb 
original silk costumes, set of Chinese Door of 
Hope dolls, very fi ne French all-bisque dolls 
in original costumes, cloth Kathe Kruse, mint 
Chad Valley Snow White and Seven Dwarves 
in original boxes, and hundreds more. 

Representing their native Switzerland are a 
large pair of carved wooden dolls by Huggler, 
an early studio Sasha doll, and a remarkable 
collection of more than 25 different models of 
the rare early 20th century metal-bodied dolls 
by Bucherer, some virtually unknown. 

The Museum also features a fi ne collection 
of doll houses, doll rooms, stores and 
kitchens. Notable is an English carved 
wooden butcher shop, German Apothecary 
by Oscar Meier, early petite Hacker stores 
with lithographed decorations, and more. Lenci’s googly “Winter” girl wears 

a pristine original costume.

“The Sewing Companion,”  all-original, 
would surely counsel any young 
aspiring seamstress, as well as supply 
the sewing tools she holds.

Pristine set of wooden 
articulated dolls with 
sculpted and painted 
hats of various styles, 
mid-19th century.

The nine miniature carved wooden dolls still have their original costumes.
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Vichy’s mechanical “Waltzing Lady” was a 
beloved luxury model of the fi rm. A choice 
example was preserved at Spielzeugmuseum 
Davos, in perfect working order, and wearing 
perfectly-preserved original costume.

Two early Steiff 
art character dolls 
are preserved 
in immaculate 
condition.

The early 20th century carved wooden dolls of 
the Swiss Huggler family are avidly sought – 
and so rare. A choice example at the museum 
is this large pair of boy and girl. The pair of Swaine characters, rare D.P. and F.P. 

models, wear their original Swiss folklore costume.

Three examples from the 
eight fashionable ladies by 
Lafi tte-Desirat shown at the 
Spielzeugmuseum Davos.

Talk about a well-crowded room! This one – with its all-original 
furnishings to match the draperies – barely leaves room for its 
two bisque inhabitants to walk about. 

 A beautiful French room with beaded curtains, glass chandelier, walls 
covered with framed engravings, an exquisite set of furnishings with 
painted silk upholstery, and three fi ne dolls. 

A studio art doll from Sasha 
Morgenthaler with original 
costume was featured at 
Spielzeugmuseum Davos.
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Angela Prader, founder of Spielzeugmuseum Davos, posed 
alongside a temporary exhibition of Noah’s Ark toys.

Among the rare German bisque dollhouse gentlemen is this 
pair, shown with a large Austrian enamel coach from the 
collection of enamel miniature furniture at the auction.

A prized large paper 
mache head with 
exquisitely beautiful 
features has an 
ornate original 
human hair coiffure.

How appropriate for a Swiss 
museum high in the Alps, 
that Lenci’s rare Hockey 
Player was included.

Known as “the Kinderbringen,”  experts 
disagree on the origin of the traditional 
fi gure. Is he a doll merchant or is he 
holding new babies? At any rate, he is 
very rare and perfectly-preserved. 

There are German doll house rooms with 
original furnishings and curtains, and 
superb French folding rooms with original 
furnishings. Rare individual miniature 
of carved bone and silver form other 
collections. 

Although Angela Prader preferred to 
display her museum objects singularly, she 
has also been keen on placing related objects 
in nearby proximity. Thus, abundant in the 
Museum have been doll-related objects. 
Carriages range from an impressive hand-
carved coach with drivers and passengers to 
hand-painted tin carriages by makers such 
as Maerklin and Bing. Furniture includes 
superb 19th century works including 
maitrise models. And there is the collection 
of rare 19th century toy stoves, complete 
with their cookware and accessories. Too, 
rarities in doll’s tea and dinner services had 
been showcased in the museum, many in 
their original boxes.

Among the rarest of the 19th century 
doll and toy world are playthings of paper 
mache or paper. Their delicate nature, by 
very defi nition, means that few still exist 
in fi ne condition; those that have were 
assiduously sought out by Angela Prader, 
and her collection offers superb examples 
such as a boxed set of men and woman 
on horseback in classic fox hunt, mid-19th

century boxed paper dolls, sets of paper 
soldiers, and a Chinese checkers game with 
paper mache fi gural pins. There are paper 
mache candy containers and squeak toys 
including a wonderful lady whose shoulder 
pads pop up revealing two little children 
hidden inside, and an early paper mache 
doll, believed to be dated early 18th century, 
with rattle interior. 

Sought-after Erzebirge wooden dolls and 
fi gures include complete market places, 
villages, and other vignettes from the 19th

century, and wax dolls are wearing their 
original dainty costumes, while a rare 
early wax taufl ing baby has a dated ink 
inscription. The collection rounds out with 
a wonderful collection of antique toys, 
ephemera and tinplate trains. 

The Davos Museum is a tribute to the 
vision of Angela Prader, one of Europe’s 
keen eyes in collecting. She was known 
throughout the continent as loving a wide 
range of objects that traced the entire 
history of playthings, her mission. Her 
husband Jurgen Prader, who encouraged 
and aided her from the early years of 
collecting throughout the Museum years, 
says “her mission was to show to visitors 
the amazing craftsmanship, the beauty, the 
harmony, the love with which these old 
things were manufactured. For her it was 
art and culture.” 

For more details about the auction or to 
order a catalog visit www.theriaults.com

Rare comic characters from 
Bucherer of Switzerland, 
from the collection of more 
than 25 models. The giraffe 
is also by Bucherer.
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